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1851: foundation of the Austrian weather service by Franz
Joseph von Habsburg, Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King of
Hungary-Croatia and King of Bohemia
since 1872: ZAMG located at Hohe Warte 38
architect: Johann Heinrich Freiherr von Ferstel
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1873 foundation of the International Meteorological Organization (IMO) in Vienna -precurser organization of the WMO

Department of Climatology
• Perhaps known for the analysis of the past climate variability
within the European Alpine region 1760-2007 (e.g. Auer et al.
2007 paper with EC contribution). Here enters all the (decadallong) expertise when it comes to the homogenization of data.
• We have a strong group focusing on glaciers (e.g. Matulla et al.
2008, paper with EC contribution). Glaciers are a prominent
example of what climate change does to the climate system –
i.e. the impact.
• There is also a group that focuses on climate modeling, which
sets an perspective into the future but also into the past.
• And there is a long list of requirements a governmental
weather service – even if it comes to the climate department –
has to meet.

Lets jump into the problem -- one
possible setup may look as follows:

Defines the rules

wanted: to be elected – i.e. to
be trusted
not wanted: loss of confidence

wanted: public attention, sell
not wanted: to be ignored

wanted: being an independent gauge
not wanted: not be taken seriously

Let‘s say there are two constructions of
climate change science:
• the scientific construction: the above all
driving forces behind climate change is the
emission of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere.
• the cultural construction (emphasis on
German-speaking countries): the climate
catastrophe as a result of human greed and
stupidity. (Note: catastrophe not change)

It is essential to understand that our
culture conditions us in our point of view
• That wouldn‘t be that big of a deal if
we‘d stick to problems like: ∫xdx=C+1/2*x2
• BUT … we don‘t. In climate research
problems are made up by a lot of processes
and some of them are not sufficiently understood.
This is not as scientists are incapable but for e.g.
incomplete data that cover too short periods of time.
• As such we rely on assumptions which are
constrained by our perception of e.g. what the
future may hold in store for us (the society) and how
we should approach it.

The obligation to meet requirements
and the arena of public attention
• Scientists (e.g. we) are to see their activities in
a social context (why? – recall the nuclear power/bombs issue:
scientists did not care about the social impact; the reputation of nuclear
science was damaged and still is)

• So, we often make statements outside the
realm of our expertise. These are culturally
triggered and not (as the public assumes)
scientifically constructed.
• The public (including us) can only handle a
limited number of topics at a time. (let‘s say ten or
so, and the NHL is certaily on of them).

Climate research – a post normal science:
• a situation where science cannot make statements
with high accuracy, and in which the evidence of
science is of considerable practical significance for
policies and decisions (Funtovitz, 1985). ‚less
curiosity more usefulness‘
• polititians hiding behind scientific adivisory boards.
‚nothing is as practical as a good theory‘ (Steer)
meaning ist ability to facilitate decisions.
• In a situation of knowledge-lack representatives of
social interests pick out those claims that support
their position best. And if they are in accordance
with the cultural construct they are easily accepted
by the public.

the day after tomorrow:
Scientific rubbish but
some climate scientists
cheered as for its aid to
raise public awareness.
Al Gore and the IPCC were simultaneously
awarded with the Nobel Price. This is widely
accepted and goes to show how closely
involved science and politics are.
Scientists are not politians and politians are
not scientists – but they are mixed up.
A scientist is potentially as good in politics as a
barbage man or a taxi-driver or …

Counter-examples

So, it seems (to the public) that climate research does
allow for such contradicting positions. Actually, it does
not but the cultural/social/scientific/political /medial setup
does.

Among scientists: is global warming
real?
The climate
research community
is largely convinced
that the observed
temperature rise
over the last
century or so, is
driven by human
activities (ca. 2/3)
Bray and von Storch
2003.

Do the IPCC reports properly reflect
the current body of knowledge?
The findings of the
climate research
community are
concurrently
summarized by the
IPCC reports. Bray
and von Storch
2003.

Among scientists
• There is a extensive consensus among scientists that
global warming takes place and that it will accelerate.
• There is less consensus when it comes to e.g. impact
and extreme events (lack of long homogeneous data).
• The climate change knowledge-gain over the last
decades is a story of success.
• The IPCC reports are considered as proper summaries
of the state-of-the-art. There are discussions going on
which are part of the scientific process
(dialectical approach).

The media & climate change
• Try to attract attention with the climate change issue.
• Entertains (sometimes: shocks) the public
• Overemphasizes the dialectical discussion that
naturally takes place in science. Thereby the scientific
discussion is diverted from its fundamental content
into a show-fight between scientists.
• Risks to exhaust the global change issue, albeit it
certainly is a problem that has to be dealt with.
• Example: in 2005 it was said that there are just 13
years left to rescue the climate, but in the following
years not much was done. In Germany the media then
put the sceptics into the focus of their coverage of
climate change.
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Entertainment &
Public coverage

What a mess!
The scientific construction

Our cultural construction

• We try(are to) to inform the public about climate
change. Thereby we get in touch with the media and
are often forced to speak about topics we‘re not
experts in. On top of that our message is a bit more
complicated than 1+1=2
postnormal science

• The media (over)sell our message. This
message is ‚translated‘ to the public (‚our audience
doesn‘t know what‘s the mean of two values‘)

• Politicans are driven by the media to set actions and
try to hide behind scientific boards once measures
are not popular.
‚simplyfication and exaggeration
Their job

Can we stay clean? – to make it short: No! But
we can make the best out of a ‚bad‘ situation
• positions we can take are: the ‚pure scientist‘
(just driven by curiosity); the ‚scientific arbiter‘ (enables an
accurate understanding of findings) Both positions are
within the framework of ‚normal science‘
• The ‚issue advocat‘ (promotes a value orientated, political agenda)
• The ‚honest broker‘ (broads the scope of deductions from findings
& enables a political process to choose the ‚solution‘ society desires.)

• The ‚stealth issue advocat‘ (fakes to be a honest
broker but acts like an issue advocat)

(see: ‚The honest broker‘ by Roger Pielke Jr.)

Can we celebrate and enjoy a
peaceful christmas after all?
A personal, culturally driven remark on a
postnormal matter (climate change) – perhaps
yes. My lession learned: make good science
(in a normal sense); be aware of that you‘re
packed in the culture you‘re living in; don‘t be
flattered when the media approach you (you‘re
not meant) ; don‘t be just led by what society may
expect from you; authorize (if possible) what the
media actually convey to the public; don‘t get
exploit; stay positive ☺

Science is a cultural achievment
and should be treated with care.
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Have the happiest of holidays!

